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Heritage Bank's New Mobile Banking App

     

This Super Charged App Features Full Online Banking Functionality Plus...
POPMONEY®,    BILL PAY,    MOBILE DEPOSITS,    ALERT MESSAGING.

This new app replaces the current Heritage Bank Online App featuring the pointing hand.  If you are
currently a mobile banking customer at Heritage Bank, you will be prompted to download the new
Heritage Bank App and delete the old one.

Coming this Fall - The Android Tablet App.

Mobile Banking Tutorials are available on the Heritage Bank website in the Education Center
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New Small Business Tax Break
Don’t miss out on the Small Business Health Care Tax Credit

There are so many tax breaks designed to help entrepreneurs that it can be hard to keep track of them
all. One that you should be sure not to miss is the newly increased tax break for small businesses: the
Small Business Health Care Tax Credit. If you’re worried about how the recent changes in the
healthcare system will affect your business’ bottom line, making the most of the tax breaks you’re
eligible for can be a big help.

If you’re an employer who purchases insurance through the Small Business Health Options Program
(SHOP), you may be eligible for the Small Business Health Care Tax Credit. With the competitive
pricing available in the SHOP Marketplace and the tax credit, small business owners may find that
they are finally able to help their employees attain health coverage in an affordable way. 

“The Affordable Care Act
helps level the playing field
for small businesses,” said
U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA)
spokeswoman Caroline
Ciccone. “For the first time,
small business owners now
have the opportunity to
leverage their buying power
with other small employers
in the SHOP Marketplace.
And those with fewer than
25 (employees) that offer
their employees coverage
through the SHOP and meet
other eligibility requirements
may be able to claim a
Small Business Health Care
Tax Credit worth up to 50
percent to help offset the
costs of their premium
contributions.”

 

The first requirement for qualifying for the Small Business Health Care Tax Credit is that you employ
less than 25 full-time equivalent employees who make less than an average of around $50,000.
Furthermore, it is also necessary to pay at least half of your full-time employees’ premiums in order to
qualify. It’s not necessary to offer part-time employees coverage or dependents. 

This tax credit is especially designed for small entrepreneurs and those just starting out — typically
those who have the smallest profits and need the most help. If you employ fewer than 10 people and
they are paid $25,000 or less on average, you will receive the highest tax credit. 

“While any business meeting the above standards may be eligible to receive a tax credit…the Small
Business Health Care Tax Credit works on a sliding scale and is specifically targeted for those







businesses with low- and moderate-income workers,” states Meredith K. Olafson, Community
Moderator at the SBA website. “Beginning in 2014, this tax credit increases to 50% (35% for
non-profits).”

Don’t worry if this sounds confusing, there is a small business healthcare tax credit estimator online
that can help you determine if you qualify and calculate how much you might be able to save. This
can be found at https://www.healthcare.gov/shop-calculators-taxcredit/. 
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Five Practices to Help Small Business Operations
Take a cue from these experts on building operations

Running a successful business relies on having a solid foundation of operations. So how do you
establish a groundwork that keeps the company running smoothly? We’ve rounded up the best tips
from experts who share what they felt was most important to building solid small business operations:

 

1.    Collaborate with each
other. While working
individually is important, too,
working together helps
everyone be on the same
page at the same time.
Setting up a designated time
for everyone to meet means
that questions can be
answered and tasks can be
assigned, which helps
operations run efficiently. 

“Setting proper team
expectations and
accountability has become
one of the most impactful
things to my business,” says
David Schwartz
of EMMDeavor (DBA
Qruber) & Wireless
Watchdogs. “Twice a month
we bring all managers and
executives together for a big
meeting to discuss each
department and their
accomplishments and challenges. It is also a time for other departments to give feedback to
management. At the end of these meetings, everyone leaves with follow-up tasks.” 

 

2.    Provide necessary text. One of the best ways to minimize errors in the workplace is with
documentation. Having written documents makes it easy to refer to when you forget a certain process
when things get a little crazy (relying on your memory may backfire). 

“If you are able to provide clear and concise documentation for your team, it leaves very little room for
things to be miscommunicated,” explains Dave Nevogt of Hubstaff.com. “It also leaves little room for
your team to not know what to do or for them to be confused. These are the biggest time wasters in
an organization. Documentation makes it easier to onboard new employees and saves your business
from being reliant on any one person.”

 







3.    Keep the future in mind. Think about how businesses operated five years ago. Ten years ago?
Fifteen years ago? In just a few years, it can change dramatically, and that’s why it’s important to plan
for the future. 

“Although it’s important that systems and processes address today’s pain points for your business, it’s
much more imperative that they are built to handle changes that could be coming years down the
road,” says Brittany Hodak of ZinePak. “You have to look ahead and plan for all plausible changes in
your business to ensure the operations you’re building do not become quickly outdated.”

 

4.    Ask for advice. Feedback from your staff is essential to making sure the business always stays
on the road to success. 

“To build a solid set of processes for your business a lot has to align. But the bigger you scale, the
more you’ll likely need to delegate,” says Doreen Bloch of Poshly Inc. “So how does a business owner
stay efficient when the day to day may be further away from the core operations? It’s important to
gather feedback from your team often to make sure you’re addressing inefficiencies and constantly
improving as you grow.” 

When you have higher-ups who don’t take into account their team’s feedback, they risk failure, adds
Travis Steffen of Cyber Superpowers. 

“Many CEOs, COOs and executive level staff have various methods that they swear are the best
ways of doing things,” he says. “But what many people don’t take into account is that there are other
variables at work, such as the dynamics of the company and the people within it. Solid operations
come from management who can admit when their systems are failing and are willing to change to
improve.”

 

5.    Get the right people onboard. Knowing your team on a personal level helps you delegate which
roles they’ll be best at. So if you’re still in the hiring process, it’s best to hire someone who you feel a
strong connection with. If a potential colleague comes in with all the traits you’re looking for (even if
it’s not the person who, say, earned the highest GPA), go with your gut. 

“No one person is going to be the best at everything. It all comes down to choosing the right person
and personality type for each role so that no one is doing tasks that they resent,” says Amanda Aitken
of Girl’s Guide Courses with Amanda Aitken. Also, don’t forget to praise their strengths. 

“Forget coaching weaknesses and focus on leveraging strengths and passions,” Aitken says. “Then
watch everything fall into place.”
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How to Spot a Good Resume
Help for screening resumes and finding the right job candidate

With underemployment levels still very high, some human resources departments are experiencing an
abundance of resumes in response to a job posting — and that doesn’t necessarily mean all of the
incoming resumes will match up to the position at hand.

 

In fact, you may find that more often than not, the applicant is not qualified for the position he or she is
applying for. But in order to discover that, you’ll need to take some time screening your candidates’
resumes. But how do you spot the best ones? Here are some tips:

 

Use your job description as a guide. Print out a copy of the job description that the candidate is
applying for and use it as a guide to see how the resume measures up. If you absolutely require a
minimum of a bachelor’s degree and the resume in your hand does not list that, you can eliminate it
right off the bat. 

 

"If they have to know Excel, they have to know Excel, period," says Ron Fry, author of Ask the Right
Questions, Hire the Best People. "They've got to be able to use a Cad/Cam, period. No negotiation.
Which makes life much simpler. If they've never used a Cad/Cam, they're out." To make it even
easier, use a highlighter to highlight key criteria that matches up. That way, you can easily see which
resume most closely resembles the job posting at hand. 

 

Narrow down job prerequisites. Not only do candidates today need to match up to what the
company is looking for, they may even need to have more experience than listed. 

 

"I would take every
requirement you have and
add a little to it," says Fry. "If
you said applicants need to
have three years of
experience, look for those
with four years or more. And
start eliminating people — at
least initially — who only
have three. Because what
you're going to find today
are lots of overqualified
people." 

 

Pay attention to grammar. 
Using the wrong your/you’re
may not seem like a basis







may not seem like a basis
for elimination, but think of it
this way: if someone sends
in a resume with
grammatical errors and
inconsistencies, then you
may wonder what other
attention to detail they don’t
pay attention to. A resume free of inaccuracies represents a candidate who puts quality first and is
willing to take the extra time to read over their resume — and there’s a good chance that person will
bring those skills and traits into the workforce.

 

Look for accomplishments. Besides work experiences, it’s good for a potential employer to also
have achieved accomplishments. So for example, does their resume indicate that they’ve increased
sales at their previous job? Have they effectively prepared budgets and project plans? Resumes that
summarize successes may mean the entrant is a go-getter; he or she understands that day-to-day
tasks affect the overall picture and are willing to take the extra steps to get there. 

 

See if their career goals are clear. It’s not uncommon for people applying for jobs to send in their
resume whether or not they really want the job — they may just want any job at all. You may be able
to detect people with a solid career path in mind by noting how long they’ve been at their job(s), as
well as if they’ve ever received a promotion. For entry-level applicants, identify if they’ve completed
extracurricular activities in the field they’re applying to. The wording people use to describe their
positions can also help determine signs of the applicant’s career goals. 

 

Consider the cover letter, too. While resumes note how much experience a candidate has, a cover
letter can indicate their personality and how much research they’ve done into your company. While the
resume has to match up, if a cover letter stands out to you, it’s best to go with your gut feeling. 

 

"If you get a cover letter where the person clearly knows your industry, knows your competitors and
refers to things about your company that show they've taken the time to do their homework, that's a
big plus," says Fry."If I see a cover letter like that, I set it aside and it's in on the first round just
because of that.”
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How to be a Well-Liked Salesperson
Making the sale doesn't mean you can't make some new friends

Every successful salesperson learns early on not to take "no" for an answer. But there's a fine line
between “stick-to-it-iveness” and downright pushiness, and the latter won't win many long-term
customers even if it does grab a few short-term sales. The most successful people in sales learn how
to make clients and prospects want to be around them, and then they make the sale.

 

Whether you're trying to step up your own personal sales efforts as a means of building your business
or you're ready to hire a sales team to really get things moving, here are some tips for being a
well-liked salesperson who makes commissions from camaraderie.

 

1. Think Beyond the 

 

Every meeting is an
opportunity to make a new
client, but that doesn't mean
every meeting — or even
any meeting — should be all
about making the sale.
Think of the big picture for
your business and for any
potential or existing client
relationship.

 

"Great sales people are
building a business, not just
trying to make a sale," says
author and sales expert
Grant Cardone. "When you
think beyond a sale, you're
going to get other people's
attention much more easily.
They're going to be more
interested in what you have
to say. You want something that's going to survive beyond one sale."

 

Let people know you're interested in them, not just their money, and you'll end up with more of both.

 

2. Show a Little Understanding

 







Pushing products will put you promptly in the poorhouse. Solving problems will have clients eating out
of the palm of your hand. Show them that you understand the challenges they face and the concerns
they have, and you'll be a welcome presence rather than a cause for wariness.

 

"Salespeople have to relate to the customer and support them in choosing the right solutions, so
personal empathy is an essential quality," says Kelly Azevedo, entrepreneur and successful sales
self-starter. "It shows up as listening more than talking, relating to the other people in conversation
and genuine care for others. The lifetime value of an ideal client is much more important to us than the
quick sale, so empathy from the sales team is crucial."

 

Empathy is hard to fake, so be someone — or hire someone — who really cares.

 

3. Make People Comfortable

 

There are as many right ways to sell something as there are clients to sell it to. Part of being a
well-liked salesman is being the salesman each client wants you to be. Make them feel comfortable
around you, and they're far more likely to feel comfortable handing you money.

 

"If some of your habitual behaviors are very different from those you observe, try shifting them as you
interact with this person," suggests Forbes contributor Erika Andersen. "For instance, if he or she is
fast-paced and loud, and you tend to be more soft-spoken and quiet, try speaking up and speeding up
a little. If this other person is more formal and reserved, while you’re naturally more friendly and
informal – try holding back a little on the friendliness; be willing to engage on a level of formality that
the other person uses."

 

Don't be inauthentic, Andersen cautions — you're not changing who you are, just how you present
yourself.

 

Your likability and salesmanship are bound to improve with these three quick tips. Enjoy the new
friends and the new business!
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Heritage Bank Calendar of Events
Mark your calendar

Great Reno Balloon Races
September 5-7
 
National Championship Air Races and Air Show
September 10-14

Northern Nevada Heart & Stroke Walk/Run
Sunday, September 21
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What is Eco-tourism?
Defining environmentally sound and sustainable travel

The world is quickly becoming a smaller place as advances in flight and transportation allow more
travelers the opportunities to visit remote areas. The development of the Internet over the last 20
years has provided instant information about exotic and secluded destinations, now available to
anyone with the means to get there.
 
Increased travel can result in additional impact on the environment. In response to the heightened
interest in travel and environmental impact, a new consciousness about travel has emerged called
eco-tourism.
 
What is eco-tourism?
The official definition of
eco-tourism, according to
the International Union for
Conservation of Nature
(IUCN), is
"environmentally
responsible travel to
natural areas, in order to
enjoy and appreciate
nature that promote
conservation, have a low
visitor impact and provide
for beneficially active
socio-economic
involvement of local
peoples."
 
How is eco-tourism
different than nature
tourism? 
Visiting a natural location
does not automatically
define it as an
eco-tourism destination.
While nature tourism
simply means visiting
places that involve natural
surroundings (for
example state parks and forests), eco-tourism involves visiting places that have made a conscious
effort to abide by a set of environmental principles.
 
According to the International Eco-tourism Society, eco-tourism destinations are sites that have made
a commitment to minimize the impact of visitors to their locations and provide benefits to both visitors
and the communities surrounding the site. These locations provide a positive environmental and
financial impact to the people who live nearby.
 







What is an eco-tourist?
An eco-tourist is a traveler who has a deep regard for the environmental and social impact of the world
around him or her. In addition to taking steps to travel in the most eco-conscious way (for instance,
taking a bus or driving to a destination versus flying), an eco-tourist is committed to the local residents
of the places he or she is visiting. Travelers who are conscious of the communities in which they visit,
often take the time to volunteer or give back to the community during their stay.
 
Examples of eco-tourism
One destination that is succeeding at eco-tourism is the Caiman Ecological Refuge in Pantanal
Wetlands of Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil. Four eco-lodges, situated over 132,000 acres of land, allow
visitors to stay on one of the largest cattle ranches of its kind. Travelers can canoe the rivers running
through the Pantanal and see caiman (a small species of crocodile) in their natural environment.
Visitors can also choose to volunteer on the ranch for a first-hand glimpse of life in this Brazilian
outback. Learn more by visiting http://caiman.com.br. View other examples of eco-tourism at
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/adventure/travel/eco-travel/eco-success.html.
World travel offers an opportunity for travelers to experience other cultures. With this opportunity
comes a responsibility to leave the planet in sound condition for future generations. Visiting places
that make eco-tourism a priority helps reduce the environmental impact of travelers visiting natural and
historical destinations, while also protecting those places for years to come.
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Five Movies That Are (Arguably) Better Than the
Book
Check out these flicks based on literary favorites

Movies and books have a lot in common. They both tell stories, make us think, and introduce us to
new and interesting worlds. Most people agree that books are usually better than their film adaptations.
Although, every once in a while there is a movie that becomes even more popular than the book.
These are some of those movies.
 
“Les Miserables”
While Victor Hugo's
1,500-page epic, “Les
Miserables” is considered
a classic, many people in
contemporary times find it
a laborious read and
prefer to watch the 2012
musical adaptation of the
same name, based on
the long-running
Broadway show. Great
music and eye-popping
visuals give the viewer a
unique experience.
 
“The Curious Case of
Benjamin Button”
This film that tells the tale
of a man who ages
backwards received
critical acclaim for its
quirky story and special
effects. The short story it
is based on, written by F.
Scott Fitzgerald,
contained much less
detail than what is seen in
the movie. Director David
Fincher took artistic license when he added new characters, extra scenes, and a different tone to this
peculiar tale.
 
“The Lord of the Rings”
Although J.R.R. Tolkien's fantasy masterpiece is considered one of the best books ever written,
director Peter Jackson took on the challenge of crafting films of equal quality. All three of the “Lord of
the Rings” movies are cherished among fans of the novel and movie-goers alike. The final film in the
trilogy, “The Return of the King,” even garnered an Oscar for Best Picture.
 
“Jurassic Park”







Michael Crichton's novel brought readers to an entirely new landscape where dinosaurs existed in the
modern day. However, Steven Spielberg upped the ante and gave us jaw-dropping special effects and
amazing dino technology. Even now, 24 years later, the velociraptor scene still scares the pants off of
many people. Spielberg also made the film much easier to understand than the book.
 
“Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix”
Many fans of the Harry Potter series would strongly disagree with this one, but there's no denying that
the film version of J.K. Rowling's 870-page book weeds out all the slow parts of the novel. While the
novel includes much about the children in the school, the movie focuses on a more important topic:
the impending doom of the wizarding world. However, a case can be made that all of the other Harry
Potter books are just as good as their movies, if not better.
 
Books give us a world where we can conjure up our own images. Movies can sometimes serve as a
form of checklist, so we can see how much we imagined right. But then again, the makers of films are
just using their own imagination as well. Even though it's extremely rare, sometimes a movie takes us
to a place far beyond where the book ever did.
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Cold or Allergy? Decoding the Symptoms
Learn to decipher your sniffles so you'll feel better

Your nose is stuffy, and your throat hurts. You feel terrible. But is the cause a cold or allergies? When
you feel this rotten, you might not care, but it's important to know the difference. Colds and allergies
should be treated differently — and while you should stay home from work if you have a cold, you can
keep soldiering on through a minor allergy attack.
 
Both conditions can result in congestion and sore throats, but once you know which other symptoms
accompany each, telling the difference between colds and allergies is fairly easy.
 
Colds vs. allergies
A cold is a virus passed
through the air or
hand-to-hand contact.
You can also catch a cold
by touching something
that an infected person
has touched. In other
words, it's highly
contagious. Allergies, on
the other hand, aren't
contagious at all and
result from exposure to
substances such as dust
or pollen. The body
mistakes these
substances for germs and
releases chemicals called
histamines to fight them,
which results in
cold-mimicking symptoms
such as congestion, a
runny nose, sneezing and
coughing, as well as
itching.
 
Symptom check
According to the Allergy
and Asthma Foundation
of America, the following questions can help you decide whether you have a cold or are suffering from
allergies:

What are your symptoms? If you have a runny nose with clear discharge, a stuffy nose,
sneezing, a scratchy throat, wheezing, coughing, and watery and itchy eyes, it's allergies. A
cold produces yellow discharge, aches and pains, and a sore throat.
Do you have a fever? If you do, more than likely you have a cold.
What time of year is it? Allergies can strike anytime. So can colds, but they're more common
in the wintertime.
When did your symptoms start? Allergies begin immediately after exposure to an allergen.







When did your symptoms start? Allergies begin immediately after exposure to an allergen.
Cold symptoms develop a few days after exposure to the virus.
How long have your symptoms persisted? Allergies last as long as you are exposed to an
allergen. A cold should clear up within a week.

Treatment options
Neither condition can be cured, but you can manage the symptoms of colds and allergies. A
decongestant is helpful for either condition when congestion is an issue. Colds respond to rest and
plenty of fluids, as well as over-the-counter pain relievers to reduce fevers and aches.
 
With allergies, try an antihistamine. If your allergies are severe, talk to your doctor about prescribing a
nasal steroid spray or exploring immunotherapy (allergy shots).
 
Whether you decide that you're suffering from allergies or a cold, be sure to address your symptoms.
If left untreated, both colds and allergies can lead to sinus infections, which are more serious and
often require antibiotics to treat. Call your doctor if you suspect your condition has progressed to a
sinus infection.
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